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TEMPERATURES NEARING 80 degrees brought out the sun .worshippers over the
weekend and the first part of the week, and all of Eastern's male chauvinists took delight
with scenery such as this around. In the top photo, Sheryl Van Boozer basks in the rays

with Becky Korfhage falling asleep behind her. In the bottom photo, (left to right) Candy
Morse, Patti Goelzer, Annie Moorman, Kathy Thomas, JoAnn Wittrock, and Diana
Harding lay on the grass near Dressler Hall.
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MINORITY STUDIES LACKING
Current rumblings among campus
minority groups concern the lack of
or, at best, the insufficient presence
of minority area studies.
Both black and red students, the
two most visible minority groups, are
dissatisfied with present educational
offerings within their respective
cultural spheres.
Why
should
they
s tudy
Shakespeare, Chaucer, Homer or
othe · literary figures of white
history, they ask? Why is there no
m eans for formal -study of the legends
and histories of their own cultures?
And, even when attempts are made
to offer such courses, they are
inevitably taught from a whiteman's
viewpoint, the y say. Why, indeed?

Shakespeare, Chaucer and Homer
are necessary studies for a liberal
arts education in a white man's
world. They are the great literary
figures of western civilization and
have contributed much to western
thought. White, black and red alike
can benefit from studying the roots of

the modern civilization which they
are a part of, willingly or otherwise.
But there is real justification for
studying the roots of the black and red
cultures, as well . The American
Indian culture is as rich in mythology
and lore as that of ancient Greece.
African legends and history are as
unique a s those of the Norsemen. And
all of the races have contributed their
share to modern western civilization.

A minority studies program
sho~ldn't be needed at all, under ideal
circumstances. The liberal arts
offerin·g s should include them as a
matter of course.
But they don't, and so there is a
need for specia 1 programs to be
de velope d to fill the void, at least
until the whole program can be
r e adjusted to offer a more complete ·
view of the total culture .
None of th~ minority studies should
be designed to satisfy the egos of one
group, but should provide r eal and
scholarly investigation into what
constitutes a certain c ulture and why ,
a s well a s its true place in history .

It's not a question of who gets the biggest piece, but' who
gets any at all.

ALMS FOR THE Bt.lND
Scheduled to be introduced at
tonight's Associated Student
Legislature meeting is a bill which
will authorize ·a salary equivalent to
full tuition for A.S. legislators.
It also appears that budget requests
will exceed. the amount of money
available for budgeting, meaning
someone, somewhere, is not going to
get what he wa nts.

The student legislators, who will be
asked to vote on their own salaries,
will have to logically and intelligently
consider whether their job within
student · government warrants a
salary. They will have to reach this
decision without consideration of the
bovious delights of getting ,paid
(everyone wants more money) .
Perhaps a slary is what is needed to
prod the legislators into· a more
active role in student government.
But if they approve the salary bill,
.t hey will have to assume more

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the editor will be
printed as received with the
exception of paragraphing
provided they are typed, double
spaced and signed. The editor
reserves the right to edit
libelou s or objectiona ble
material.
Names will not be witheld
unless in the opinion of the
editor there is sufficient cause
to do so. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted for any
reason.
Letters exceeding 250 words
may be cut to tha t length due to
space limita tions. Letters
received prior to 3 p.m. Friday
will be printed in the next
issue. Letters received later
than that time may be held
until the following issue.

Graduation
E ditor:
Well, the quarter is quickly
coming to an end and soon another
group of seniors will lea ve
E .W.S.C. Graduation is a time
tha t all should look forward to
with great enthusiasm and pride.
But is this so at Eastern? I
personally do not think so.
Let's look at the r easons why.
Just what do the 682 June
graduates have to look forwa rd
to? The Fieldhouse and it's dusty
rafters, unbearable heat, crowded
seating conditions, limit on
tickets, confusion in case of
emergency .. .
Many haye worked hard to reach
this point in our lives a nd many
sacrifices ha ve been made by
whole families. Should they be
allowed to attend the ceremonies
under such adverse conditions.

responsibility
than has been
trad~tional for student legislators.

To earn a salary will require more
than perfunctory attendance at a
weekly meeting. 11 will require some
preparation for those meetings. It
will mean the legislature must
become more than a yes-no body for
legislation originated by others (most
notably the executive officers). The
legislators, by accepting the proposed
salary, will also be admitting the
responsibility of maintaining daily
contact with both the student
government offices and the students
they theoretically represent. It will, ·
in fact, require a whole new attitude
among student legislators towards
student government.
If they are not willing to accept
these responsibilities then they do not
deserve the proposed salary, a salary
which can only come at the expense of
someone else's budget.

Cheney Train Service Stopped

Certa inly Eastern can do better , cleaning our environment, and
than this for it's graduates and educating our children.
F irday , a t 3 p .m., the Burlington Northe rn R a ilroa d depot in
As Young Democrats, we are
their families. No wonder many
proud of our involvement in this Cheney saw the last passenger train leave , never to return.
choose not to participate!
Friday m a rke d the beginning of the Amtra ck syste m, a newly
A proposal that would elimina te cause and hope that the President
the a bove problems by moving the will listen to our plea and end the formed organization of railroad and business executives
ceremonies to Woodward F ield war .
de signed to over see passenge r service by the na tions' r a ilways .
Mark Stensager In doing so, Che ne y service was suspended. Amtrack is
has been brought before the
State YD President
administration. It is my hope that
Tom Sampson a nswe rable dire ctly to the fede ral government.
they listen to the needs of the
D. E. Robe rts, passenge r age nt at the Cheney de pot, said the
State YD Vice P resident
students and that the change is
governme nt took over the r a ilroad pa ssenger service ''by an a ct
made.
Nikki Pemberton
of Congress." The service will be a vailable only in Spokane.
Suspe nsion of the service will a dd " about 150" m en to the
1
Editor,
~t seems to me that this J ohn M. une mp oyment lines. ' 'Che ne y people will be r etra ine d for other
Tyson is a typical tool of the jobs,'' Roberts said. The une mployment will occur in Spoka ne.
Editor,
Recently, over 700 membe rs of fascist pig military industrial
Amtrack organized its own system of passenger service and
state legislatures in some 35 states complex. Or at least his letter will a llow·only two trains a day to leave Spokane, one going east ,
have petitioned the Congress of shows that he is. It is sob sister a nd one going west. Freight service will not be affected , Roberts
the United States for 1>rompt and wasps like this who perpetuate the said.
total disengagement from the war myth of aryan supremacy.
in Indochina. These legislators
As a white liberal I too once felt
Roberts said the service in Che ney " was neve r a moneyfeel that the war is responsbile for the fear of the unknown. But that maker, just a service." He did indicate t hat the service would be
the deep divisions and polarization fear can only be alleviated by definite ly missed, however.
which beset your nation. These _attending such outta si ght ..
·1egislators know that we cannot experience~ a s_ Black Week. I
alleviate the myriad problems really got mto 1t. It was RIGHT
.
that face this nation without first ON!
ending the wa r .
More than 5,000 Inland Empire telphone listings and tbat a high
If, John M. Tyson, it touched too
In this State, Representative close to home, then why not walk a households outside of Spokane correlation exists between a
King Lysen (Democrat- -31st mile in the shoes of a culturally County will be questioned by a minimum level of dlspc,sable
District) bas been active in and economically depressed poor class in marketing research on income and the presence of a
circulating the petition to our person. Then where would you be?
why they utilize retail shopping telephone in the home, be said.
The study of retail buying
state legislagors. Many legislators
facilities
in Spokane.
If you don't like it here, go back
behavior
in the Inland Empire is
who feel uncomfortable to Deutschland where you belong.
Under the professional direction
participating in an anti-war You guys are just too much.
of Dr. William R. Wynd, associate designed to identify the reasons
demonstration have signed the
Marion Morrison professor of marketing, and the why shopper s purchase from
petition in order to express their
Bureau of Business Research , the merchants in Spokane and to
viewpoint in what they feel is a
29 members of the senior class ascertain the relative importance
more legitimate channel of
of other retail centers in the a rea.
mailed questionnaire~ Monday.
Results of the study will be
expression.
Questions
were
developed
by
the
Editor :
by the Spokane Chamber
utilized
A significa nt numbe r of
I move we authorize the sign on Spokane Chamber of Commerce
Washington legisla tors have the mall in front of Patterson Hall. and Eastern, and sampling wiil be and retail merchants to mount a
signed the P eace P etition in the It really looks quite at home.
by mail from telephone listings, campaign to cor rect deficiencies
indicated by the survey and to
hope that this nation will reorder
As for its being a " r elic of the Dr. Wynd said.
its priorities from militaristic past,' ' they kept the Liberty Bell,
This sampling technique relies promote the positive aspects of
spending to meeting our domestic didn't they?
on the assumption that a high the Spoka ne retail sector, Dr.
needs ; renewing our cities,
Richard Ball percentage of homes have Wynd said.

Tyson Slammed

No More W a r

Survey To Tell Shopping Trend·s

Save The Sign!

ill .
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EW Profs Plan
Peace V ig i_
l
The spring outpouring of
sentiment against the war seems
to ha ve caught up the faculty here
at E a stern. They, and some of the
a pparently more committed in the
-administration have "stood. up to
be counted" , as they put it, and 169 ·
of them ha ve signed a statement
calling for " Peace Now" and
orga nized a Faculty Vigil for
peace for May 5-9.
The vigil, according to biology
professor Horace Simms, one of
the event's prime movers, ''will
consist of a 45 hour " watch" in
front of the P ence Union Building.
with faculty and administrators
sta nding in silent tribute to the
fallen American troops. ''
Why 45 hours? "The length of
watch is related to the number
the
RECEIVING A STANDING OVATION, or: Don S. Patterson prepares to "gratefully acknowledge" the honor
of
dead
Americans in Vietnam,
of having Patterson Hall named for him. From left are Orland Killin, who directed fund raising for the
dedication; Dr. Emerson Shuck, Eastem's president; Dr. Patterson; Kenneth Kennedy, director of planning · 45,000. Each hour we stand
and development; Tom Wood, former Eastern student body president, and Harvey Erickson, former member represents one thousand men,"
..
said Dr. Simms.
of the board of trustees.
The par ticipants in the watch
will a ll be either faculty or
administrators as the vigil is a
product of that group and t hey
have emphasized that they are not
the capabilities but not the. opportunity to put aff ili ated with any other
The Black Student Union will publish the first
..
their energies to work- and the capabilities not organizations.
issue of Uhuru Na Ujamaa, a newspaper for
In fact there i~ really no formal
determined by someone who lives outside the organiza tion at all, just " a
blacks, May 15.
·
culture, but those people who are members by spontaneous desi re on the part of
The paper will be unique ln that it will be a
virtue of birth , and will die by virtue of birth in the fac ulty to express themselves
paper for blacks written by blacks, instead of
on this st1bject," said Dr. Simms.
the culture."
whites writing about what blacks do, according
" We cannot give the slave ma ster and his The expression will be silent,
to e~itor Jim Bell.
.
"
however, a nd no speeches,
children credit in edu~ating us when they left orations, or demonstrations are
The, first issue will contain a recap of the
out the knowledge of self."
events of Black Week, an article by the
planned. " Any other activity on
The name picked for the paper, Uhura Na that occasion will be the product
producer of the Black E?Cperience Theater, and
Ujamaa, is Swahilli for "freedom" and of other groups" , Simms said.
also articles contributed .by blacks in the
Dr. Howard McConeghey,
"socialism."
Spokane community and Fairchild AFB The
associate professor in art said that
Co-editors of the 'paper are Wayne Sepolen part of bis contribution to the
paper will be free ..
and George Lewis. Artistic work will be done effort was work on a pendulum
- Bell said, "The purpose of Uhuru Na Ujamaa
that be on display at the -vigil
by JoAnne Smith.
is to give those members of the BSU who have
site. McConegbey said they "hope
to design the pendulum so that

Blacks To Publish Paper

Veterans _M ust Register
For Automatic G.l. Bill

"It's about tha t time again," the the certification of attendance
VA further points out that is is
Veterans Administration today card from the student involved.
the responsibility of students
reminded 692,000 veterans,
school under VA
(2) If the card is not returned at , , attending
servicemen and dependents the end of the current semester, programs to keep the agency
attending college unde r the G.I. the student cannot automatically informed on changes in their
Bill.
be enrolled under the G. I. Bill for number of dependents, or their
That reminder was designed to the upcoming summer or fall education programs.
VA a lso reminded college
induce veterans to return their semesters.
certification of attendance cards . Trainees attending school below r egistrars of their r ole-to
to VA during the last full month of college le vel a lso must · return promptly retur n students' retheir current enrollment period. their cer t m cation of atte ndance e nrollme nt certification so
For most shools, this means the cards, but they must do so every students may sta r t receiving their
months of May or June.
checks on schedule the next
month, VA expla ined.
And there a re two reasons for · Failure to complete and retur:n semester they are in school.
jogging their memories :
The agency . urged eligible
the cards on the part of both
(1) VA ca nnot prepare a final college level a nd below college
persons interP.sted in entering
check for the spr ing 1970-71 school level trainees will automatically training or desiring further
year until the agency has received stop payments.
information to contact their
nearest VA office or their local
.................... ...........,.,11111,u•uiNHNIIIIIII 1111 tt II JIIIIIIMIHN IU IT 11 I I 111•1111111111111....................................u
.
veterans service organization
representative.
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Leg. To H·ear Pro, Con
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Anti-War

·1

Speakers
Due Here
Two anti-war speakers will be at
Eastern within a week of each
other, and following close behind
the faculty-administration vigil
against the war in Southeast Asia.
George Bliss, from the Friend' s
Committee on N atio nal
Legislation, will speak Monday at
10 :40 a .m. in Kennedy Library
Audi tor ium . Don Gurewitz ,
coordinator of the National Peace
Action Colaition, will speak
tomorrow at 10 :30, als9 in
K~nnedy.
Bliss, whose committee js a 30yea r-old lobbying group of the
Religious Society of friends
(Quakers ), wil l spe.ak on
'' Cont r olling the Deiense
Depar tment."
Uurewitz will speak on "Which
Way Now for the Anti'-war
movement'?''

(Paid Advertisement)

..

'

· Hurray! Hurray!
For the 8th of May!'
Outdoor Fun Begins
That Day!

Fall Pre-Reg~ - - --HIIH-

-

Budget fiearmgs to determine next year's finances for all
the groups on campus supported by the Associated Students
will begin May 11, running for two days.
Mark Lobdell, A.S. Treasurer, said the hearing$ will run
for four hours both days and invited all persons "with a
gripe" to make their appearance.
The schedule f~r Tuesday's hearings is 1 p.m ., athletics ;
2 p.m., the Black Student Union and The Easterher ; 3 p.m. ,
the A.S. Legislature, drama and stage, and social
~ctivities; and 4 p.m., campus recreation and intramurals,
Womens Recreation Association, Student Mobilization
Committee, and the ROTC rifle team and Sponsor Corps.
Wednesday' s schedule will hear at 1 p.m., Forensics,
(debate), special programs, the Kinnikinick, choral
activities, and the band ; 2 p.m .., K~WC, the orchestra,
summer school recreation, and foreign students; 3 p.m.,
the Focus, outdoor recrea tion, the nursury school, a nd the
Innisfree; and at 4 p.m., the Hostel Program, the Tenants

each swing will represent a
Vietnam death". He also
mentioned that they pain to
distribute arm bands to those
sympathetic to their cause.
Daryl Hagie, vice president of
student services, one of the
signatories of the statement,
indicated that this was the largest
faculty and ad mini stra tion
participation in peace activities
here at Eastern that he can
remember.
The depth of involvement is in
line with the general tenor of the
country and on a par with
increasing committment to peace
by the general community," he
said.

I

( Continued on page 8)
•11•111•-•11-1111,-,......_,_____~ - - - - - - - -

students who wish to register
for the fall '71 quarter may get
registration instructions, final
announcements of courses and
classroom assignments in
Showalter 129 (General
Advisi11g) or Registrar's Office
between now and May 14.
Dr. Jim Dolliver of General
Advising recommends students
read the instructions and
announcements carefully
before registering.
He further stated that ''a
student registering early will
probably have a better
selection of classes and will
have an enrollment place
guaranteed for fall quarter.''
Those who wish to guarantee
an enrollment place without
pre-registration can do so by
making a $50 pre-payment by
June 1.

8th of May
Party

Sat. 7 pm to 10 pm

•
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Drawing up a proposal for beerdrinking in the dorms to be submitted to
the Board of Trustees will be one of the
first acts for newly-elected Associated
Student President John Allen, and vicepresident Jim DeWalt when they take
office the last day of spring quarter.
"Students over 21 should be able to
drink in the dorms as 'long as they aren't
bothering anyone else," Allen said. "This
along with a proposal for budget cuts in
the athletic department are our main
priorities. Though, we don't actually
make the cuts ourselves, we do have some
influence in how they should be done."
"With the help of the departments, we'd
.k
l1 e to get together a student-t~acher
evaluation proposal by next year," he
said. "I'd like to reorganize the student
government, in that there'd be a
presidential cabinet, with some officers
working for the president, under the
president."
Allen said the votomatic system was
fast and efficient, and he would like to see
it stay at Eastern. He thought it helped
get students out to vote , since the 2,200
voters w~s 37 per cent of the student body,
well above the national average of some

at Eastern tentatively called 'The
'
Hornblower'. ''
.
"There should be a suggestion box or
open forum to get student ideas and to
help inform them about the A.S. office
and who's up there that will help them,"
Allen said. "The student council should
represent the students to the faculty
rather than representing the ,acuity· to
the students."
~;. ~
,_ "We'd like to raise some m~~y to send
our officers to some other state e.arnp~s~s
this spring to see how other· ·student
governments work," he said. "I'd like to
see Eastern, Western, and Central merge
into a somewhat unified body, which
would increase the amount of new ideas
voiced.''
"Eastern right now can't afford an
ombudsman, and it would mean another
bureaucrat, responsible to the students
but funded by the administration,'' Allen
said. "At WSU, their ombudsman saw
only 197 students in one year."
"I'd Uke to see a legal aide for students
next year, because a larger portion of the
student body would benefit from such a
person rather than an ombudsman,"
DeWalt said.
"An idea for The Easterner would be to

10 "John
per cent.
and I have worked together
before on the yearbook, and most of the
people now in office are the same people
as before, so we should get along real
well ," DeWalt said. "One of our main
goals will be to get students informed.
Out of the retreat came a proposal to get
funds for a campus-wide and off-campus
bulletin about the good things happening

have an Action has,
Corner
like the
Spokesman-Review
sponsored
by
The Easterner or the administration,"
Allen said. "I'd like to see paid student
legislatiors with more responsibility.
Sometimes they get apathetic and lax in
their duties, and pictures should be put
up of them where students can see them,
with a notice to go see their legislator if ·
they _think he isn't doing his job."

by Bob Prater
Staff Writer

Indian Dance Featured
War drums will be sounding this · Two keynote speakers will be
Friday and Saturday during Carl Dupree, director of Green
Eastern's 3rd Annual Conference River Community College Indian
of Educators of Native American Education Program, and Robert
Descent.
Costo, president of the San
The conference, co-sponsored by Francisco American · Indian
northwest Native
American Historical Society. The two are
Scholars, will feature war dance Sioux and Cauhilla Indians,
competition among more than respectively, and will be
twelve college and tribal dancing discussing education in relation to
clubs from 7:30 to 11 :30 Saturday today's Indians.
Admittance to the war dance
qigp,t .~t ..W,~ward Field, or the
competition will be by donations.
~ field 1~llouse in case of any
A "$500 prize is slated for the
. · • B~fidentjllly s~ccessful Rain w!nners of th~ competition.

:' :,. OEtnees.
~

'""'

Jt

•..:: .

..

...

..

'

: · .Exhibition dances,·wui highlight
. · ; Frlday night, _ ~ame" 'tlnte and
. , places:as S•tlirilfty.liight's dances . .
Fifteen members of the Lummi
Tribe from
Bellingh1,u a,
Washington will be featured at
this time.
1,
The Indian Education Program
director here, Mary F. Nelson,
,,
commented on some of the other
conferenee events in which more
than 75 educators of North
American Indian descent are
expected to take part.

' CHENEY
.DEPT. STORE
415 1st Street

SPECIAL!
BOOT C.UT
LEE JEANS
$5.00

1,

If Perfect $2.00
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Kaiser Looks At Pollution

Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical only concerned with visible at "good citizen and neighbor" in
the
fight. against
air
Corporation, Spokane' s largest contaminants, Bolster said.
contamination.
test
used
to
determine
the
The
individual industry and potentially
Shiosaki estimated Kaiser
the area s greatest source of amount of pollutants emitted is
should
have their air pollution
industrial air pollution, took stock the Ringleman scale, a series of
of itself recently and evaluated its density charts which gives problems solved within two years.
The main problems met in
fight to stop contaminating the pollution levels when visually
atmosphere.
compared with the smoke coming fighting industrial air pollution,
Shiosaki said, is the distance
" Earth Day Plus One- An out of a smoke stack.
is from the suppliers of
Spokane
Because
of
insufficient
Appraisal" was the theme of a
luncheon Friday during which technology, Bolster said, his anti-pollution equipment. "Every
Kaiser representatives and state company cannot detect non-visible control agency in the country is
requiring installation of the
anti-pollution officials met with . emissions.
Fred Shiosaki, bead of the equipment," and Spokane is
area college .newspaper editors to
di scuss their company's Spokane County Air Pollution apparently low on the list of
Control Authority, called Kaiser priorities for the suppliers.
environmental campaign.
The ins ta Ila tion of two
contaminant-reducing devices at
the Trentwood mill has .reduced
that plant's output of smoke by
two-thirds, said Keith Bolster,
Kaiser environmental engineer,
and "we are on a compliance
Let the experts at Al's Chevron tune up your car
schedule (with state permit
requirements) for water pollution
with their Atlas Dynavision equipment.
control."
At the Mead plant, a $10-11
Also Available now at Al's Chevron is the all new
million program is under way in
the fight against pollution, said
"70" series Atlas Goldenaire Radial ply tire.
Clinton Folkrod, Kaiser
-- representative from the Mea·n--___.._works.
By installing hoods on the 'pots'
(carbon-lined, iroQ pots for
melting the raw material) the
company estimates it can cut as·
much as 100 per cent of the gas
emitted.
Folk rod acknow·ledged,
however, that level is not attained
in practical terms. The hoods
musg be removed part of the time
during normal operations, and it is
impractical to keep shields on the
French 346 French literature in English: 20th century
pots at all times, a condition

Spring.Tune-Up Time

Industry Looks For
Experience

"Our Company employment pol icy has always
encouraged the acceptance of qualified ROTC
graduates.

The

training

and

experience

they

acquire in public speaking, conference techniques,
planning, organizing and

management of re-

sources, while serving as an officer, have been of
significant value in meeting the day-to-day challenges of industry.''

W. R. PERSONS
Chairman of the Board
Emerson Electric C.
- ····- - -·-·-- - - - - - - - - -·-- --···-- '-

Al's Chevron

Call 235-6115

The following courses are added to
HUMANITIES

/

necessary to achieve maximum
reduction of sasses emitted.
Preseady, die ._., aellleve

abMa 'JI per eeaa n•ede• of
eoatam....u, Folkroll said, wldl

of•

a compuy 1aal
per ent.
The fight Kaiser is waging
against air pollution is at present

11 :oo

·o

novel

5 credit

German 346

German Literature in English: The mcdern novel

5 credits

P1053
12:00 D P1093

Russian 346

Russian Literature in English: The 19th century novel

5 credits

12:00 D

P3021

8:00 0

P2151

Spanish 346 SJ:?anish Literature in English: Contemporary themes in Spanish and
Latin-American Iiterature

5 credits

I

I

I
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Actor 'Outstanding' In
'Man Jor All Seasons''
again for a second run tomorrow
Staff Writer
:night at 8:15 p.m. and again
Friday and Saturday nights . All
Although "A Man for All seats are reserved. For
Seasons,'' Eastern Drama reservation phone 359-2459.
' Department's current production,
leads inexorably to death, it is
actually a paean to life and an
. inspiration.
· Directed by Gene L. Engene, the
famous Robert Bolt (Ryan's
,Daughter) drama comes off
:extremely well, with good
Involved in an effort to preserve
performances, tasteful costumes
and a well planned "set for all 320 acres of land for recreation
and natural observation, Ea.stern
scenes."
·student
Dave Portwood is seeking
The play concentrates on the
contributions
to raise the $28,000
last seven years of the life of Sir
Thomas More, one of history's needed.
most heroic men of the cloth. The
The land is located in the
struggle between More and his Spokane valley and is adjacent to
King, Henry VIII, inges on the already established Ina H.
Henry's determination to break Johnston Natural Area and the 80with Rome so he can wed again, acre Nature Conservancy near
and good Catholic More's inability Dishman.
to go along with such heresy.
Portwood said the $28,000 must
More resigns as chancellor, be in hand by June 1 in order to
hoping to be able to live out his life receive $84,000 more in state and
as a private citizen. But Henry federal'matchin~ funds.
will settle for nothing less than
Donations already promised the
that the much respected More Dishman Hills Natural Area
give public approval to his Association total over $12,000,
headstrong course. When More Portwood said, including $1,000
stubbornlv refuses he is beheaded. from the association.
Gary Sheridan gives an
Already available at the site is a
outstanding performance as Sir public camp, hiking and horseback
Thomas More, giving the trails, and a variety of natural
character an exceptional warmth vegeta.tion and wildlife, he said,
and believability. The remaining plus an 80 acre preserve for
members of the cast also do a observing nature.
good job of making their roles
Donations may be mailed to the
believable, with an exceptionally
Dishman
Hills Nature Area
good characterization by James
Association, North 816 Bates
Downward as Signor Chapuys.
Road, Spokane, 99206, Portwood
The play wiU open its doors said.
by Rick Wiggins

Park Area In
Need Of Funds

IDENTIFYING CARS SY FEEL it tougher than lt looks, Patricia Calvert, a Clleney sellior, found out last
week wllen slle and cla11mate Frances Harris (left) spent part of one class period walking around tlle campus
bllndfoldecl. TIie experience was part of an introducdon to art class being ta,pt by Job Henry, Eastern
Instructor of art, wlao wanted the studeiats to "learn tc» see witll more tban Just their ey~s." After tlle
experiment many of the students said they had "seen" more with the blindold than they had had ever really
s~n without It.

Legal System.Is labeled Insensitive
Cooperation Said Necessary By Panal,
Two lawyers and a police
lieutenant discussed with about 16
students effective methods to
change existing law in an attempt
to gain freedoms and equality, in
celebration of Law Day at
Eastern.
Friday's panel featured Mike
Donahue, Deputy Assistant State
Attorney General for Eastern
Washing~on; Doug Lambarth, an
attorney with the Spokane County
Legal Services; and Lieutenant
Jack Tenney, community
relations expert with the Spokane
Police Department. Manuel
Quadrado, executive director of
the Spokane Community Action
Council, could not attend.
Donahue said law serves as an
mediating point between the
extremes of anarchy and tyranny.
"All laws are horrible
restrictions, but it brings

1

Women s Lib
In Debate
Eastern's Pence Union Building
is scheduled to b e th e
headquarters for this year's
Ameri.can Issues De bate
Tournament May 7-8.
Director of Forensics Lawrence
1--- - ----,ll--*""'~~nounced the topic for
debate: "Resolved : that the goals
of Women's Liberation are
beneficial .for our society."
The tournament is comprised of
two divisions : a college division
and an "open" division. Kraft said
he would encourage.. ,.anyone
interested · in competing in tlie
open di vision to form a ~team· and ··
register with him by May 4.
- A debate team comprises both
an affirmative and a negative
side. Generally, there are two
people on a team, each ready to
debate both ways. However, there
call also be four-member teams at
this tournament.
Kraft stated tha t participants in
the tournament have always
debated some issue of "current
social interest." Topics examined
in past tourneys include "Black
Power" and "Purposes of
Universities."

freedom. We need protection from
our neighbors."

He said the present system 1s
not sensitive enough to individual
needs. "Police are taught to
enforce law without considering
the individual."
Tenney continued to talk about
the needs of the individual and
that the slowness of change in
American society is partial cause
for student unrest. He maintained
that, although the American
system is "one of the best systems
going," orderly change must come
about faster. Until this happens,
be said, the system will not work
equally for sill.

Lamba
said the adversary ,
system l sently used in the
United S1 .. .!s is a great step
forward in achieving equality
because "now money isn't as
much of a necessity for court
appearance as it used to be."
A member of the audience asked
if a poor man "can get a fair shake
in our court system." Donahue
said it is not impossible to get

J•1dce and that "our system
demands equal justice to all."

Another question from the
audience asked if force was
necessary to bring about the
desired changes. Tenney admitted
that force had worked but said this
only demonstrated "a lack of
awareness, an awareness of the
problems.'' He said we must
"resort to reason," that violence
only breeds more violence.
.
Donahue said violence nas
"polarized the nation" making
fear and anger common
denominators. "We must think of
getting the job done. Getting the
attention of the other side is .not
enough. We need cooperation."

.,

.

T.in9s Happen When
She's a Dodson Girl ...
Happy, exciting
things! Suddenly
you're thinking of an
engagement .... a
wedding. But first of
all, the ring!
At DODSON'S,
every young man can
give his bride-to-be
d d iamond they'll
both be proud of always.

PORSCHEAUDI .
NOW AVAILABLE

FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Valley

Porsche-Audi

But Tenney said it was bovious
Exclusive
that the poor man doesn' t get
justice because of the "whole
Inland Empire Dealer
ssystem being built for the
AT
prosecution. I have the resources
of the entire United States and the
dcfcndent'.s resources a
to what he can get in the for m ,of
an attorney."
,,, ,,,, ,,,,, , ,,,,, ,,, ,,, , ,

Mother
..... Loves y OU
J

Buy her a Hallmark Card
or Box of Russell Stover
Candy for Her Day.

=

Co me to DODSO N 'S
W e' ll show you th e d iffer e nce in diamonds . . .
and o ur beautif ul ring s
for the y o un g. (Pri c e s
begin at $75.)

- ~ ---- - -·

1------

-

-- - -- ---- --' -- . --- -- - -

TERMS EAS ILY ARRANGED
I

Diamond, Enlarged to ! how Oet• ll

,.

'·

OWL PHARMACY
SECOND AND F STREETS
,, ,, ,,, , ,,,,,

'---

DOWNTOWN
MA 4 4163

SHADL E C ENTER
FA 5-2579

.,.

.
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First Tw.ilight
Invitational ·Fri.
One of the finest assemblag_es of
track stars ever to be seen on the
Cheney campus, led by American
three-mile r~cord holder Gerry
Lindgren, are slated to compete in
the first annual "Twilight
Invitational," Friday evening at
6:00 in Woodward Stadium.
Lindgren, it is hoped, will run in
the six-mile against a field of
competitors that include, national
junior college distance leader Phil
Burquist of Spokane Falls and Joe
Ross of Eastern, second fastest in
the event among NAIA schools
this season.

of them, winning the open 440, 440
intermediate hurdles and the mile
relay.

The other double winner for
Eastern was Maplestone with
times of 1: 57.3 in the 880 and 4: 13.3
in the rnile.
Jerry Westlund won the high.
jump for the third week in '1 row,
Paul Rosser earned a blue ir ibbon
in the pole vault, and Joe Ross
captured the three-mile for the
other Savage firsts.

Miss Olson Leads
At lnviiational

Perhaps overshadowing the six- .
mile will be the mile where
Eastem's Bob Mabplestone, NAIA
Indoor champion, will battle
Pacific-8 and sub four minute
Miss Nancy· Olson swept to
miler Rick Riley of the Cougar victories in the 100 and 200 meter
Track Club.
hurdle events last Friday at

r

Other competitors will include
members of the state champion
Spokane Falls track team, the
entire University of Idaho team
and Eastern's resurgent squad
which defeated Eastern Oregon
-last weekend 74-71.
Saturday at La Grande the duel
meet went ri ght down to the wire
and to last event the mile relay.
The team of Dick Crossett, Eddie
Fisher, Sid Muzzy, and Mike
Johnson lowered their previous
best time by four seconds and
edged the Mountairteers on a great
team effort.

Spokane Falls Community College
to earn first place honors in a four
way individual track meet.
Miss Olson, a freshman from
East Valley High School in
Spokane, also placed second in the
100 yard dash and ran a leg on the
winning 880 medley relay team.
The Savagettes shut out the
other three schools, Spokane
Falls, University of Idaho, arid
Washington State, through the
first four places, Second went to
Barb Gergen, Shelia Hensleigh,
third, and Becky Nelson was
fourth .
Muzzy it should be noted ran
This weekend the women travel
three 440's in the course of the to Gresham, Oregon for the
afternoon and was victorious in all northwest district competition .

.

DICK CROSSE'M' OF E ASTERN leans into the tape at the finish of the 100 ya rd dash. Crossett was declared
second to E astern Oregon's Dennis Carter, both were timed at 10.1.

SP..L.~g~iP.fl~:S.VNJVN.

Eastern Student Wins 'Chute Competition .
F irst place for a three-man star
parachute jump went to a team
which included the president of
Eastern's parachute club at a
meet sponsored by Boise State
College April 10 and 11.
Tom Cabe, co-winner. of the
trophy with two other parachutists
from Everett Community College,
said 16 teams competed in the
intercollegiate meet at Boise,
although he was the only
representative from Eastern.
A three-man star, Cabe said, is
formed when three parachutists
join hands during free fall and

points for accuracy in landing, he

.

~~-

......

,•

.... - ~~IIWil'f

club welcomes new member s. No
knowledge

of , the

spor t

1s

Cabe said Eastern's skydiving

CHENEY AUTO PARTS
Home Owned and Operated

Complete
Stocks of
Automotive

Parts,
Tools &
Equipment

~

''Your

4NAPA~
,..,

Napa
Jobber
Is The
Right Place
To Go"

ery

326-l st

Interested in starting your Qwn business this summer
with a new, nationally-known product? Write R.A.H.
Distributing Company, Suite 14, 4821 Sahler · Street,
Omaha, ..Nebraska ~8104 or can 402-455-3395 (no
collect calls).
(I

.Pb[~

r

a
', h

er suits take over ..
the beaches th is .
year. Watch fo1:
admiring eyes 1n
the~ one or two
piece styles now.

,

-

Kramer Shines, OCE Nex_t.
With the Evergreen Conference

:::f~:t~~~::'s!!::.r1E~
situation if they plan to make the
playoffs. Oregon College of
Education will invade the Savage
domain this Saturday in an EvCo
twinbill.
Despite their 3-5 EvCo record;
the Savages still hve a good shot at
the playoffs. Due to the fact the
four Oregon schools-are not in the
same district as the remaining
washingt<;m schools the top mark
for competition between Eastern,
Central, Western and Whitworth
will face an at-large school for the
District 1 title.
Randy Kramer spun a four-hit 60 win in the night cap last
Saturday to give the Savages a
split with Eastern Oregon. The
hosts took the opener 4-1.
The Savages committed six
errors in the first contest eilabling
the EOC win. Don Freeman was
charged with one earned run. in the
openeecbut his earned run
average still stands at a
respectiable 1.20.
Kramer, in his first conference
start took a strong stand on the
mound. Kim Delong led the
offense with three infield bits, one
a bunt in the Savages' four run
second inning.
A hit batsman, an error and
Delong's safe bunt loaded the
bases in the second. A walk forced
in a run, then Steve Blake

~~:~~~!~~~/

three-run triple to
Blake has been sizzling at the
plate for the Savages thus far this
season pounding out a .444
average.

Hayward Nabs
Only EW Title
John Hayward produced the
only title for Eastern in the
freestyle wrestling tournament
hosted by Eastern Saturday.
Hayward copped the 148 pound
championship, having little
trouble in route. Walt Kostcka was
the only other Savage to place
earning third at 157 pounds.

Students Make
Field Trip to
Hanford Project
A stud~nt field trip to the
Hanford Project at Richland,
Washington, will be conducted
May 7 and 8 by Dale F . Stradling,
assistant pr,)fessor of geographygeology.
.
The trip, geared for students m
the area of biology, geography,
and geology, i~ aimed at studying
the environmental problems
associated with the Hanford plant.
There will also be a consiaeraoie
exposure to new research in the
respective disciplines.

E;~t;;~ 1: H0s;hN:fi;;;I
5

1
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Track And Field Meet May 14
Twenty-five schools have
already entered more than 150
competitors for the third annual
Natonal Intercollegiate Track and
Field Championships for Women
to be held at Eastern May 14-15.
Dr. c. Peggy Gazette, chairman
of the Eastern department of
~ ••
women's physical education and
meet director, said other entrants
... ·~
1.; ,.,
are expected before the deadline
later this week.
The meet is sponsored by the
Division of Girls' and Women 's
Sports of the American
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Athletics.
Pacific Northwest colleges
predominate in the entries, Dr.
Gazette said. Washington entries
include the University of
Washington, Central, Western and
AA
Eastern Was-hington State
. Colleges.
Oregon schools already signed
are the University of Oregon ,
Oregon State, Portland State,
Southern Oregon, Oregon College
"~iF
of Education, George Fox , and
· j
,
Lane Community College ,
, .:". \
Eugene. Flathead Valley CC is the
RECEIVING CONGRATULATIONS from r,eammate Dave Park is lone Montana entry.
Randy Kramer following his four hit shut--cut against Eastern Oregon.
The Colton native is lated to start this weekenti when Eastern hosts
Oregon College of Education.

;f

--=----==-----------------~----

Representing California will be
teams from California &tate at
Hayward , and California
Polytechnic at Pomona and at San
Luis Obispo.
Other entries include University
of Colorado, University of New
Mexico , Oklahoma State,
· Concordia College of Moorehead ,
Minn., Graceland College of
Lamont, Iowa , Western New
Mexico, Wisconsin State, Tufts
University of Darien, Ill. , West
Texas State, and the team from
the farthest , District of Columbia
Teachers College.
All-day competition May 14 will
be in preliminaries and semifinals. Finals are scheduled for
the afternoon of May 15 starting at
1 p.m .
Field events will ~nclude long
jump, shot put, discus , high jump
and javelin. Track events are the
100-, 220-, 440- and 880-yard
dashes; 100- and 200-meter
hurdles, mile run, 440-yard relay,
and 880:yard medley relay.
The fast , EWSC all-weather
track, if the weather cooperates,
should enable contestants to post
some excelJent times, Dr. Gazette
said.

Dav ;s .Presents Style'
11

S0ftball Tourney
h• ..... Slates
w k 'Sillcere Humility'

Ch am pion s I ps ·~· e X t

Regular season action in
intramura 1 baseball closes
Thursday, but for 12 teams its just
the beginning.

Monday finds the top two clubs
in each league vying for the title in
a single elimination tournament.
Jared Fors, coordinator of the
tournament, said that tournament
games will be seven innings and
start at 4:20 and 6:00 MondayWednesday,

with
the
championship contest between the
American and National league
champions to be played Thursday
at a yet to be determined sight.
The standings through three

ee

by Dick Brown

"if you hav_e • good time and show
it the audience will have a good
time
' too."
It's nice to find a personality
Familiar to most is his classic
whose stardom is rising but who is
still able to keep his feet soundly creation, In The Ghetto, which has
on the earth while enjoying the been as good to Elvis Presley as to
rainbow. Such is the case with him . But it was the number,
Mac Davis.
Memories, that really opened the
Offering sincere humility in doors for him . Stopping in the
performance and songwriting, middle of the number before a
Davis will present his sometimes University of Minnesota audience,
simple, sometimes dynamic, style he said, "I never sing all that one.
to Eastern next Tuesday night at 8 It's too sad."
p.m . in the milti-purpose room of
the PUB. The performance will
This performer ' like many of
cost 50 cents for students and $1 today, cannot read a note of
for non-students.
music . His compositions are
comprised of making up the
The 27-year-old native Texan music , putting the words to it, and
will create an exciting and relaxed recording it. Much of his writing i's
atmosphere, tor he believes that "sort of written on the spot."
Auoclate Editor

weeks of play show the Harborites
and Rusty Dildoes leading
American A. The Gypsies top
American B while Eight Floor
Pearce is leading American C.
In the National A league
Animals I are unbeaten and in
National B Cedar Apts. are in
undisputed first . The National C
race is between the Beevers and
Chuggers.
Fors also stated that an all-star
game will be played the week
following the tournament. Two
members of each ieam in the
tournament wiJl compose the allstar team he said.

Civil Service Urges Agencies To Hire Grads

The Civil Service Commission
In addition to the unusually
has urged Federal agencies to large pool of well qualified
take advantage of an "abundance candidates available through
of tale nt' ' ·a vailable among FSEE and Management Intern
qualified condidates who will be examinations, there are also large
graduating from college in June.
numbers of top-r anked graduates
The · supply of eligibles is in engineering, the phy~ical
particularly good this year, the s c i e nc e s ,
ma th e ma t 1c s ,
Commission said, uring agencies accounting, and other fields, the
to meet long-range manpower Commission said .
needs through a continuing intake
"Even when employment
of able new employees.
opportunities are scarce," the
Competition in the Federal Commission told agency
Service E ntrance Examination managers, "the most able and
and the number of eligibles have highly motivated appl_lcants. are
__1_ __:_____~W~h~e~n'.._..;t~h~e~ ~j~o~u~r~nT.a?:::l~i~
s=m~---ioo1;ti-r't·ren-sharply-above-tast-year ,- t1re--ursi- to receive Job ofrers.
department moves into its new
producing a high number of Many of the best will be lost _ao t~e
Spokane Center this summer,
outstanding applicants. Fifty-four Federal service unless action as
The Eastenaer wlll face a
per cent of the college seniors on taken to consider them. bef~~e they
critical manpower shortage.
this year's eligible list rank in the make other caree_r c~01ces.
Thoagh no& officially
top third of their class.
The Comm1ss1on called
connected with the journalism
department, the student
newspaper relies on tbe
&
journalism classes for much of
•
its campus coverage.
STEREO RE(:ORDS & TAPES
Because tbe move to Spokane
s,EEDY SERV ICE· $IND FOi YOUI FRI& ll-ST ,
will t!\ke from the campus
most of Eastern's journalism
THE STU DENT STORE
,.0. IOX 64
students, staff members and
REDONDO aEACH, CAllfOaNIA
90277
contributor~ will be needed
who are not journalism majors.
All tlaat ls needed to report
NAMI__,_.____________________~------------for The Easterner is an Interest
in studellt and·· campus affairs
and tbe ability to write in a
ADD1E55
clear and concise manner.
The Easterner staff offers
one credit of journalism ln
Journalism 100.

attention to flexibilities in Federal
staffing procedures, asked
agencies to make a careful review
of their budgetary and manpower
ceilings, and to · consider making
a dvanc e commitments to
outstanding candidates for
appointments later in the summer
even though they may not be able
to make appointments in June.

Writers Needed

HUGE

WILD DISCOUNTS

Opening June 15

For
Summe, School
Large 1 & 2 Bedroom Ats.
Dishwashers
Garbage Disposals
Kitchen Table & Chairs
Appliances
Dra,es
Carpet

Damage Deposit - Returned
in cash on day of vacating.

"Sharing Student Welcome4 alowedl per 2 bedroom
unit"

,

z,, _______________

NEW FIVE-UNIT
APT. HOUSE

Summer Rates: $1 OS -$125

See:
he Oldest "HONDA" Dealerahi
In The Northwest
P.arts - Accessories - 0111

SUPER SERVICE TOOi

POLARIS-SK/DOO
SNOWMOBILES
TWO LOCATIONS
6310 E. Sprague KE 5-3679
4514 N. Division HU 7-4166

Builder - Manager
at
Apts. Located a~ross and
V2 block north from Pinehurst Motel on · Main
Street.
CALL: AFTER 7:00 P.M. '

· CHENEY 359-7644
SPOKANE MA 4-2970
COLLECT

I
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Shuck Says Conviction .Fair

Tenant Guide Will Prevent Conflicts
by Brian Mottaz
contributing writer

I
I

Television and the movies seem to have
stereotyped the tenant-landlord
relationship as one of constant bickering
and under-handed tricks.
The landlord is seen as a lazy, donothing person who never makes needed
repairs and charges high rents, while the
tenant never seems to make the monthly
payments for some reason or another.
This type of situation may exist in some
partments, but on the average, not near
as bad as T.V . would have us think.
However, problems do exist, and
Tenants Union manager Tim Williamson
agrees. "Right now, tenant-s and
landlords aren't communicating on a
common ground."

I

II
s

i
i

~

!
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To help clarify and conflict that may
e;dst between the two parties, the
Spokane Community Action Council
prepared a Renters Guide to Landlord
and Tenants Problems. The Spokane
County Legal Services assisted in
producing the guide, which Williamson
now has available at the T.U. office in a
revised form.
Concerning repairs, a common
problem, the guide indicated that the
landlord has an obligation to make
repairs only in areas under his physical
control such as sidewalks and common
hallways and stairs.
.
However, if the landlord is aware of
some defect that could be a hazard to
tenants, he is legally obligated to repair
it.
Williamson added that if a landlord
does not correct a hazardous condition,
the tenant can contract repair to be done
and then bill the landlord.
It is essential that the tenant notify the
landlord that he intends to take that
action.
In addition, the guide layed down
proceedure for terminating a lease by
either the landlord or tenant. Either party
JHIIHU
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Conviction of an Eastern student
on charges of disrupting the
normal academic pursuits of the
college has been upheld by
President Emerson Shuck, despite
an eight-page appeal filed by
Spokane attorney Carl Maxey
claiming she was denied due
process and a violation of her
rights.
Shelley Young was convicted of
the charges March 12 after she
allegedly threatened a professor
with a gun . She was found innocent
of all charges concerning the gun,
but convicted of the charges of
disruption.
''It is clear from readiqg of the
transcript that there was no
disruption of any classroom
activity, no restraint of physical
freedom of motion or any
disruption in either teaching or
research," Maxey said in the
notice of appeal.
"Nowhere in the transcript of
this record does it become clear
that she was made aware of her
rights," he said.
President Shuck replied in a

can quite the lease, or the written lease
does not specify an exact date of
termination.
The landlord must give twenty days
notice prior to ending the lease, while the
tenant must give 30 days notice.
If the landlord intends to end a lease, or
evict a tenant, for no reason, a tenant
may appeal in court. If the court upholds
the landlord, the tenant still can apply for
a Stay of Execution.
This allows a tenant to remain in the
apartment for reasons such as not being
able to find other suitable housing.
Even without the Stay of Execution, the
tenant still has a m1mmum, in
Washington, of three days after eviction
before he can be forceably removed.
The guide also touched on areas
including late rent and rent increases.
If the tenant can not make a payment,
the landlord may proceed under the
Unlawful Detainer Statute. This means he
can give the tenant three days notice to
make payment or make him leave the
apartment.
The landlord must serve the tenant with
the notice or leave it at the apartment.
If at any time, however, the landlord
accepts payment after the three day
notice is given, the landlord waives his
rights to evict the tenant under the
Unlawful Detainer Statute.
As far as raising rent is concerned, the
landlord must give twenty days notice to
the tenant if a verbal lease is being used.
If a written lease is in effect, both
landlord and tenant must enter into new
contract negotiations.
According to Manager Williamson, the
landlord knows his rights, but the tentant
does not.
The Renters Guide to Landlord and
Tenants Problems is a step in the right
direction to changing this condition. With
both sides on equal terms, those problems
now existing could better be solved. It is
up the the tenant to make himself aware
of his rights.

111111 Ill
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Finance Pro And Con Heard
( Continued from Page 3)
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Greek Membership Falling
Spring Rush for Panhellenic did
not bring the anticipated and
needed results that would boost
dwindling membership in the
Greek System at Eastern.
The added efforts of sending out
fliers and canvassing the
dormitories door-to-door to
encourage attendance of the
registration-orientation concert
were of no consequence. The
audience consisted of 35 coeds-all
sorority members. Even the
waivering of rush registration fees ·
and the establishment of more
informal parties were still not
enough to promote interest.
After this let-down, it was
necessary for Panhellenic to
- - - - - - :a~bancfon their spring rush
schedule. Each individual sorority
the. decided to make efforts on
their own to strengthen
membership during spring
quarter. Lists were jointly
compiled of freshman girls, and
dispersed among the three
organizations.
Alpah Xi Delta, the smallest

Greek Week

Postponed

Collegiate Week plans for this
year are "down the drain"
according to Mike Avery, ,
president of Sigma Nu.
A lack of organization and the
recent fire at Lambda Chi Alpha
are factors which contributed to
the postponement, said Avery ..

sorority on campus, had a
traveling field counselor from
their national organization visiting
their chapter during the week
scheduled for rush. Therefore,
they planned their original rush
party for •the scheduled date,
calling girls on the lists and
personally extending invitations.
Eight girls attended and were
told about the sorority. The
national organiza tion had
waivered pledging fees as had the
chapter itself which resulted in a
subtraction of $15 to appeal to the
coeds, since many feel much of
the hesitation on the part of the
girls in joining a Greek
organization is the financial
aspect.
Sigma Kappa's efforts took

form in the way of a picnic given
for rushees. Tbeyalso issued their
invitations by phone or through
personal contact in classes.
Fall rush will soon be planned
with special consideration due to
this recent failure of spring rush.
Fall, however, is a much more
advantageous time to rush
because of the unsettled freshmi
entering college. During tt.
summer months emphasis will bt
placed upon Junehigh school
graduates planning to attend
Eastern, but in order to have a
diver s ified
membership ,
upperclassmen will also be urged
to join. A spedal effort will be
undertaken by Alpha Xi Delta to
invite commuters to become
members.

••••••••••••••••••••••
•: BUDGET CLEANING •:
•: 4 Pounds $1.00 •:
(You Press)

:

•

Union, orientation, and homecoming.
Even with the cutbacks in state funds, increases in
budgets have been requested by many groups, said Lobdell.
The projected income for next year is around $257,199.
(This figure is the balance from student fees an~ tuition
available for actual operation.) So far, Lobdell said, twenty
budgets have been submitted amounting to $256,700. There
are still sev~nteen more budgets to be submitted.
Some of the larger increases have been noted as coming
from the Associated Student Legislature (an expected
increase of about $15,000), the Athletic Department with an
increase of $25,465, the Black Student Union with an
increase of $13,700 for Black Culture Week, the Drma
Department with increases amounting to $8,100 and the
Band with an increase of $11,751.
Many new organizations not funded last year have to be
included this year. They are the Magic Bus, The A.S.
Nursury, the Focus (separated from the A.S. Legislature
budget this year). The Tenants Union, The Recreation
Society Club, the Innisfree, the Hostel Program, and the
Student Mobilization Committee.
A.S. President Clint Hill said no decision will be made the
days of the hearings. "Just the pro and con arguments will
be heard. A general discussion will follow. No decisions will
be made .''

Having trouble looking for those parts
for your foreign car? The foreign parts
specialists at BAP can help you with any
foreign part need.
Call or see:

:

•

•

SUGGESTION:

•

Leave your school clothes to be cleaned during spring •
t,reak and pick them up when you return.
•

•

letter to Miss Young denying her
appeal that his review of the
transcript and her appeal had
convinced him "that fair process
was observed in all respects in the
conduct of the disciplinary
procedures. The allegation of the
appeal that you were not given full
notice of charges and rights in the
handling of the case is not borne
out by the documentation and
testimony.
"It is my finding that the
judgements rendered by the
Committee in your case were
reached in a fair manner and
under conditions which give no
cause for a re-hearing· or for a
request of change in the
decisions.''
President Shuck also said in the
letter the committee's procedures
were not a criminal trial and "its
processes are consistent within its
purposes relating to the college's
operations and determinations.''
Miss Young had no comment on
Shuck's decision and would not say
whether she planned any
subsequent appeal.

•

•

: Maddux Dry Cleaners :

•e
•e
••••••••••••••••••••••
409·First

(Next Door to Goofy's)

N2106 Monroe, FA 8-3811

•

..

. .. .. .
. . . ,.

.. .
.

.

... ...

..

SAFEWAY':

,

r,·.

•1

I

(

•
Posit, e Action Inland Empire Safeway Stores
Have aken to Help Our Area$ Environment!
tt We have

cardboard salvage program in all

tt We have r~cently changed our quart-bottled

our 40 st res in the Inland Empire and our

Cragmont brand soft drinks from non-returnable bottles to returnable bottles with a I Oc
deposit to encourage their return and reuse.
Cragmont canned pop has this message on
the lid , "Please don't litter - dispose of
prqper Iy. II

warehous . We collect, return, and compact
all cardbo rd for recycling. We recycle about

I 00,000 p unds of cardboard each week.

tt We package nearly all our brands of milk and

e We stock national brand soft drinks in returnable bottles as well as in non-returnable
bottles providing you · the widest possible
choice.

all brands of eggs in biodegradable cartons.

4t We

offer you a choice of phosphate-free

cleaning roducts. We have displayed shelf
tags and banners indicating the cleaning
products that are phosphate free.

e We have
program

regular tune-up and maintenance
or all trucks aimed at reducing

exhaust e issions.

9

We use an extra-strength carry-out bag
which eliminates two regular bags for heavy
grocery loads.

....

tt We have purchased and provided each store
with containers at exits for the control of
litter.

tt We

are continuing to work with scientists,
manufacturers and others on environmental
matters. As new packaging and other solutions are found, they will be implemented.

"""·

-.

Safeway's Interested in Our
Environment, Because We
Live Here T·oo!

•

r
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Haines Tells How An Unknown Nearly Won
by Dick Brown

eyes on my goal and never worried
about what my opponent was going to
do. I felt I had to stay one step ahead
even if I ended up one vQte behind."
Haines said his goal was to contact
every student that attends Eastern, if
it was humanly possible. Three weeks
before filing opened he visited every
dormitory on campus without saying
he was a candidate, "just to get to
know the people." He rode the
commuter bus for a couple of hours a
day talking to kids discovering what
their chief complaints and attitudes
were.

Associate Editor

How can someone foreign to
Eastern's politics, and especially
someone foreign to the student body
at large, gain 49 per cent of the
student vote in the primary election
( the winner against three other
candidates) and 46 per cent in the
final election?
Oliver Haines transfered to
Eastern from Columbia Basin College·
fall quarter to continue his studies in,
psychology and business. He has had
virtually no experience in Eastern s
governmental matters. Few people'
around the campus especially those
in government, knew he existed until
the end of winter quarter, when he
launched his campaign for the
presidency of the Associated
Students.
"The students wanted a person, not
a politician," Haines said. "They
wanted to get away from the status
quo."
Haines said he and his campaign
manager, Colleen McConnell, -laid out
their plans prior to spring quarter and
never once strayed from it. ' I set my

'' After the campaign started I
visited everyone--the dorms, the
commuters, the fraternities, the
apartments the trailer courts, and
anyone I may have missed along the
way. I had to meet the campus that
my opponent had spent four years
getting to know ,' Haines said.
The campaign was executed in four
stages, said Miss Connell. The 300
handprinted signs, the tent, the
picture posters, and the 3,000 business
cards constituted the first three
stag es. The 3,500 pamphlets

appearing the last three days was the
fourth stages.
·''I knew I had to get the first
impression," Haines said. "Timing
was critical. I had to blitz the campus
because I was unknown. I ·was
accused of pre-campaigning, but I
had read the new constitution and I
knew the rules.''

chapter of Campus Crusade for
Christ. He is presently the president
of Epstern's College Life.
Haines denied that Pischel
Publishing Company, Pasco ,
Washington , helped in the
organization of the campaign. He said
he did receive a few pointers from
Pischel on how to maintain
cooperation within his own staff, but
maintained he and his staff did all the
work and thinking.
. He also acknowledged Pischel's
donation ·of material fpr his posters
and pamphlets.
"I laid out the posters and pamphlet
and approached Pischel on a business
level at the Ridpath Hotel in
Spokane," Haines said. "I may 11ave
ended up paying for it, but he
happened to have some paper and
extra materials that were to be
thrown away had they not been used
for my campaign. He chose to donate
it all to me ." .
Haines said he did pay for the
actual labor of printing.
The total cost of the campaign ran
$206.

Miss McConnell said an
organization of 25 people was set up at
the first and only organizational
~eeting, held in Tawanka over
dinner. A "primary eight" was
chosen to be chairmen of various
living groups on campus in an
attempt to maintain the "one-on-one
personal contact," and to be sure not
to lose contact with the students.
These eight remained in constant
contact with either Haines or Miss
"
McConnell
throughout the campaign,
Haines said.

Haines served as Associated
Student Vice-President at Columbia
Basin College. He was also the
freshman class representative to the
student' legislature, student traffic
court judge, and president of the local
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Sa.tirist Mort Sahl At EW
"Non-stop talker" Mort Sahl press Tuesday afternoon, it was
appeared before Eastern students· impossible to review his Eastern
last night in the PUB with his appearance .
Time magazine bas said,
satiric wit on subjects ranging
from politics to fads and freaks of "Sahl's popularity is a sign of a
yearning for youth, irreverance,
all sorts.
Since The Easterner goes to trechancy, satire, a clean break

Facuity Proposes 3 Week
Courses, 3 Year Degrees

----'

--

· An idea to have a one-course,
intensive three-week section is ·
being discussed by faculty and
administration at Eastern, said
Philip Marshal, dean of academic
affairs.
"The proposal is to have a
student take just one class every
three weeks for five credit hours,
the amount of time spent in class
every day depending on the course
itself," he said. "So, out of the 33
l\'eeks spent in school a year, the
student would take 11 different
courses one at a time, for a total ot
55 credit hours a year."
Some of the advantages of such
a system are that classes would be
smaller, giving more participation
between student and teacher, but
still keeping the same number of ·
faculty and students overall. ,
Faculty could plan field trips and
the like without interfering with
other scheduled classes, and
class~s__.could be __off-cam pus,
reducing the amount of classroom
space needed, which would help
the budget, he said.
"Such a system would also
simplify scheduling, because the
student decides on just one course
to take every three weeks,"
Marshall said. "A student could
also graduate in three years, if he
took a steady, continuous load. It
also makes it easier to pick a
major, in that one year of a
subject ' could be taken in nine
weeks, and if the student changes ,
his mind, he isn't out that much by
starting with another one.''
There would be no late
registration with such a system
because a student would miss too
much of a course even if he was
only two days late. Also, the
student couldn't shop around; he'd
have to either stay with the class

with the past... He is a volatile
mixture of show business. and
politics, of exhibitionistic selfdedication and a seemingly
sincere passion · to change the
world."
In what the late John F.
Kennedy called "his relentless
pursuit of everybody," Sahl hits
all targets, occasionally asking,
"Is there any group I haven't
offended yet?"
Sahl's style is as casual as his
dress. His only prop is a folded
newspaper:, from which he
presumably draws subjects of
controversy to hit upon.
He has not been seen on
television much lately, and feels
he has been blacklisted
Sabi was thrown off the Ed
Sullivan Show in 1966 because bis
comedy offend'ed Sullivan's
political views.
He told Newsday Magazine,
"My press agent made $1,000 a
month on me, and then he said, 'I

don't like what you're saying
about our President.' And then the
Liberal
community
in
Hollywood-my employers in
television and pictures, the
bookers-they're almost all
registered Democrats, they're all
Jewish and they think they're all
Liberals. They started practicing
a blacklist on me. The word got
out that I would not listen to
reason ... And so it stopped."
NEEDED:

Experienced

Ranch-

hand with knowledge of horses.
chosen or drop, because there'd be
no time to add another class.
Room and board or wages. Call
- The system does make it easier
Mrs. Mortensen a t299-4790.
for students to enter or leave
school, because there would be 14
different sections a year
(including summer) instead of the
present four quarters, he said.
"There are disadvantages.
Faculty would have to teach more
hours a year. The time span for
each class is short and makes it
harder for maturation and
EVERYONE SAYS TWO THINGS ARE
1
comprehension of the subject,''
/~ BETTER ON A WATERBED, AND ONE
The Well Groomed
Marshall said. "It would also
-""'--_,,.,.-_... -oF THEM IS SLEEP!"..,,,,,,,.
L
'l, \
~
_...
create a minor problem for the
Man Comes
student who works part-time or
to
full time in the evening.
"The only college now using this
system that I can think of is
DON'S BARBER
Colorado College, but I'm sure it
has been tried. b'.?fore," he said.
for His
"The future of the proposal is in
>··~ .'/~ .'.
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RADCLIFFE .MAY SPECIAL
402 2nd St. Cheney

TUNE-UP ''SPECIAL''
Includes: Replace Distributor Points, Condenser, Spark
Pluges, Set Ignition Timing and Adiust Carburetor

Regular $33.00 Value

May Only $24.00
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·CONCERNED FACULTY AND ADMINISTRAJl·ON
FOR.
We urge Congressional action leadil1g to withdrawal from
Viet Nam no later than December 31, 1971.
WE URG·E YOU TO . JOIN US NOW:
•

PARTICIPATE in a 45-hour Peace Vigil between 12 noon, May 5, and 9 AM, May 7, in front of Pence Union BuildingOne .Hour for every thousand Americans who. ·died!
{

e

WEAR A PEACE ARM B~ND: Get them at the Peace Vigil

•

SIGN A PETITION to Congress urging passage of the H<;1rtke Resolution as the most viable means at this time of active
support for withdrawal

'

.

WE- THE UNDERSIGNED ASK YOU TO JOIN US IN OUR DEEP CONCERN FOR PEACE NOW:
Aebly, Mary
Education
Albert, William C.
Sociology
Alkire, lee
Library
Andrews, Rollin D, Ill
Biology
Barnes, Donald
History
Barr, W . E.
History
Baumann, Charles H.
Library
Beal, Bruce
~rt
Behm, R. K.
Graduate Studies
Bell, David S., Jr. Political Science
Boles, Stamey L.
Radio & TV
Bonser, Thomas W .
Economics
Breintenfeldt, D·.
Speech
Bucklin, Edith
Physical Education
Bumpas, Jerry
English
Buq,ham, K.
Business Ed.
Busskohl, James
English
Biology
Carr, Robert L.
Chambers, Thomas
Anthropology
Chamber, Virginia
Draft Counce l
Chatburn, Joe W. Special Programs
Christopher, Stephan C. Sociology
Coontz, Pat
English
Educationn
Crickman, Charles W .
Dalla, Ronald H.
Mathemati cs
panielsor:1t Jon....-~F-a.cUities Planninij---Daugharty, D. M .
Mathematics
Daugherty, J. C.
Art
Detsch, Rich ard Foreign Languages
Donegan, J. .
History
Dors, George
Mathematics
Dougals, John E.
Chemistry
Durri e, George
Politica l Science
Elrod, Christine
Library
Engquist, Mi chael L.
M athematics
Fahey, John
Research
Fetzer, ohn F.
Hi story
Fleckenstein, Opal
Art
Flynn, James D. Specia l Programs
Ford, John P.
Accounting
Gabri elson, Eri c
Hi story
Gazette, C. Peggy
Physical Ed.
Genge lbach, Richard R.
M ath.

•

Genteman, Kathryn
History
Gibbs, Robert
Physic~
Godfrey, Larry
English
Goetter, Will iam
Education
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Political Science
Goodwin, Donald F.
English
Green, M . K.
History
Hall, Wayne
Mathematics
Halwas, Ken
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Hamblin, E.
Economics
Hamel, Ray 0.
Mathemati cs
Hamilton, Marianna
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Hanegan, James L.
oiology
Hanes, Kit
Mathematics
Hashmi , Bil al
Sociology
Haugen, David M .
Speech
Speech
Haushalter, W. R.
Economics
Helsing, Paul L.
Henry, John
Art
Hiagie, Daryl
Dean of Students
Hiltabrand, Bob
Geology
Honer, Donald R.
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Horyna, Di ck
Phy sica l Ed ucation
Houseworth, D. E.
Sociology
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Art
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History
· Innes, John S.
Library
Jacobs, M ar jorie R.
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Kass, Henry D.
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Kava laski, Charles
Physics
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Kent, E. A llen
Drama
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Ind. Ed. & Tech.
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Foreign Languages
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Art
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Ph i~osophy
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Bio logy
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History

Loomis, Wayne W. Facility Planning
Lothspeich, John W . Ass't. to Pres.
McAuley, James J .
Engl ish
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Art
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Marshall , Philip
Academ ic Affa irs
Martin, Gerald R.
Physical Ed.
Martin, Jackson J. Campus School
Masumura, Wilfred T.
Sociology
Miller, Dick
English
Mills, Boyd C. Comm . Col. , Prof.
Minor, Charles B.
English
M orrison, Karl R.
Art
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Geology
M~ rra y , Bruce
Student Personnel
Mutschler, Felix E.
Geology
Myers, J .
Library
Neils, Allan E.
Economics
O'Regan, Austin
Eng lish
Parker, 0 . J .
Chemistry
Patton, N ancy L.
English
Sociology
Perdue, Wil liam D.
Prather, Daniel B.
Geography
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Mathematics
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Political Science
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Art
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Physics
Philosophy
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Shaw, Ed ith M.
Library
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Simms, Kay
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Smith , Grant W .
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English
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Education
Steele, Wi ll iam K .
Geology
Steiner, H. Y.
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Stevens, Ha ro ld
Drama/ Speech
Stevens, V incent
Chemistry
Stone, N. W.
Mathematics
Stone, Wesley C.
Mathematics
Stradling, Dale
Geography
Strahl , George J.
Mathematics
Strange, Fred S.
Ant hropology
Stredwick, Ralph
Education
Swan, J. A .
Mathematics
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Biology
Thomas, Radf ord
Art
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Thompson, Norman
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History
Triplett, Lynn
Truelove, W . T.
Economics
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Geography
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English
Eng lish
Wall , Dona ld C.
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Weekes, Dave
English
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W el ler, Philip J.
White, Noel D~
.
Speech Comm .
White, Rona ld J.
Biology
Whitf ield, R. P.
Graduate Studies
Wilkerson, Wi lliam
Geology
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Speech
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Foreign Lang .
Wong, Heung T.
History
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Physical Ed.
Ya·rwood, Edmund
Foreign Lang.
You, K.
Economics
Young, Shik Chun
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Zimmerman, Niel T.
Pol. Science
Simmons, Steven M .
Math.

If you wish to participate in the vigil, contact Horace Simms at Sci. 261.
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Student Artists
Exhibit Works
Annual exhibition of work by Eastern art students opened
Monday in the main"gallery of Hargreaves Hall and will continue
through May 21.
Edward Brannan, art department graduate assistant and show
director, said student work will include prints, ceramics,
sculture, crafts, drawings, jewelry, oils, water colors, textiles,
metal sculpture and metal crafts.
Admission to the gallery is free.

ADMIRING STUDENTS VIEW the many works of student art on display at the Student Art Show currently
showing at Hargreaves Gallery. Eastern students are displaying works done this year in the annual show.

STANDING WITH HER art, which is on display at Hargreaves, is Karen
Hensen. The work on display throughout the week is the result of this
year's work in th~ art department.

SIGNING IN AT THE Student Art Show is Starlene Pichette and Greg
Schmidt. Guests are asked to sign the register as they enter Hargreaves
Gallery.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE VIEWERS was provided· by the band "Chataqua." Set up in the lobby of Hargreaves, the band provided mood
music for the show.

